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Foodie Feud with Hummus
Group Activity #4

Overview
Did you know the largest bowl of hummus ever made weighed as much as a school
bus?? In this activity, kids are introduced to the chickpea, hummus, and several https://
calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0/r/month/2022/2/1 nutritionally diverse dipping
options, all of which can stretch their comfort zones with the help of a lively team
Time: 25-30 minutes
5 min. game
introduction
10 min. game
5 min. hummus project
5 min. cleanup

Play category
Game

Skills
Trying New Things
Measuring
Slicing (age/
experience
appropriate)

Ingredients

Equipment

(per 5 students)

For game: at least 4
sets of the following
2 slices green pepper
2 baby carrots
2 pita slices or chips
2 pieces of chocolate
2 chickpeas
Olives or olive oil
Anything else you think
could be fun for a
secret tasting game!

Safety
Sharp Tools

For hummus
1 can (15 ounces)
chickpeas, rinsed and
drained
¼ cup lemon juice (from
1 ½ to 2 lemons), more
to taste
1 medium-to-large clove
garlic, roughly chopped
½ teaspoon fine sea salt,
to taste
½ cup tahini
2 to 4 tablespoons cold
water, more as needed

Cutting board
Sharp knife
Measuring cup
Measuring spoons
Blender
Spatula
Tasting spoons

!

!
Allergens
Chickpeas
Gluten (if using
pita)

For Serving
Small plates
Large plate or tray

Do Ahead
Prepare game ingredients on small plates and place somewhere out of sight from main group space, i.e. behind a
door or curtain.
Set out all ingredients for making hummus, but don’t tell the kids that you are making hummus.
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Game Plan: Foodie Feud with Hummus
Introduction
Today we are going to play with our food! We are going to explore our five senses with a game, and then we are
going to make our snack from scratch.

Instructions
Game set-up
1. Everyone wash hands. Go over the TQ food rules. Check for any food allergies.
2. Divide the group into at least two teams. Teams need a minimum of two players and a maximum of five.
Have each team give themselves a name.
3. Tell players that you have several secret ingredients hidden behind the door. Each team will select a Taster
to come behind the door and taste the secret ingredient. Then those tasters will return to their team and
describe that ingredient using only three adjectives (for younger kids: define adjective, or just ask for three
words) to describe its taste, appearance, texture, sound, or smell. The first team to give the facilitator a high
five and guess the correct ingredient wins that round. If the team is stumped, then the taster can offer one
more adjective at a time until one of the teams guesses correctly.
! 4. Be sure that whoever is tasting has no allergies.
5. For each round, introduce a new ingredient and invite a new taster to represent their team.
Transition Convseration
1. What did you notice about these ingredients? Which adjectives were most helpful?
2. Some of these ingredients (unfortunately, not the chocolate) and be combined to form an entirely new
thing. Separately, you might not have liked some of these ingredients on their own. But when we put them
all together, we get a really delicious dish called “hummus” that is eaten in many different Mediterranean
countries. We are going to make our own hummus today and use our secret tasting ingredients to try out
the hummus.
Hummus preparation
1. Ask different students to measure out the lemon juice, garlic, tahini, and salt. Add them all to a blender or
food processor. Watch out for sharp blades and fingers. Process until the garlic is very finely chopped and
!
the mixture is thick and creamy, stopping to scrape down any tahini stuck to the sides and bottom of the
processor as necessary.
2. While running the food processor, ask one student to drizzle in 2 tablespoons ice water. Scrape down the
food processor, and blend until the mixture is ultra-smooth, pale, and creamy. (If your tahini was extra-thick
to begin with, you might need to add 1 to 2 tablespoons more ice water.)
3. Add the cumin and the drained chickpeas. Drizzle in the olive oil. Blend until the mixture is super smooth,
scraping down the sides of the processor as necessary, about 2 minutes. Ask the kids to look at the hummus,
and say whether they think it is done or needs to be creamier. Add more ice water by the tablespoon if
necessary to achieve a super creamy texture.
4. Pass out tasting spoons to each student. Ask them all to taste the hummus and adjust salt and lemon as they
direct.
5. Scrape the hummus into serving bowls or plates. Serve with chopped veggies and/or pita.

Wrap up
Discussion (while eating hummus)
1. How many of you have eaten hummus before? How many of you have made hummus before?
2. Which is your favorite item to dip into the hummus?
3. What surprised you about making the hummus? About eating it?
4. On a scale of 5 stars, how many stars would you give the hummus? What would you do differently next time?
Cleanup
Watch out for sharp blades while cleaning.
Extension
Compose hummus haikus (5 syllables, 7 syllables, 5 syllables)
Foodie Feud with Hummus
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Quest Objectives For Mighty Kids
Group: 			

Activity:		

		

Date:

#Participants:

Stickers
awarded

Actively expanding
the imagination and
comfort zone

Architect
Seeks balance
and beauty when
building a dish

Tastes at least one new ingredient: ______________________________________
Attempts new skill/technique1: __________________________________________
Invents a creative flavor combination
Other _______________________________________________________

[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]

Pairs two or more different food groups in one meal or snack
Builds dish with three or more colors of natural foods
Builds a dish with two or more textures or temperatures
Follows basic food safety rules
Other _______________________________________________________

[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]

Asks an unprompted question about nutrition, technique, tradition, or cuisine
Researches2 recipe, technique, nutrition information, or food heritage question
Forms a hypothesis about the cooking activity and pursues results
Documents activity with photos, video, and/or written account
Other _______________________________________________________

Dr
af

Scientist

[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]

t

Trailblazer

Asks questions,
pursues research,
embraces mistakes,
records process.

wayfinder

Practices skills while
navigating new
challenges

Cultivator

Participates in the
food cycle from soil
to waste.

Chef

Serves others
with their cooking
superpowers!

[__] Practices learned skill during or after activity
[__] Approaches activity with organization[__] Identifies ways to improve dish with
each attempt, whether for taste, display, or
nutritional value
[__] Demonstrates increasing levels of engagement through questions,
experimentation, and puzzle-solving
[__] Other _______________________________________________________
[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]

Starts or helps with school or community garden

[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]
[__]

Compliments another kid cook
Replicates activity at home for family
Helps plan meals and grocery lists for family
Cooks something for a family member at least once a week
Prepares food to share with friend or neighbor
Volunteers with food-focused nonprofit
Participates in sharing food prepared with group for others

Starts or helps with herb or vegetable garden at home
Finds tangible ways to reduce, reuse, and/or recycle
Composts at school or at home
Participates in field trip to grocery store, farm, farmers market, or recycling center

Other _______________________________________________________

Other _______________________________________________________

Memorable Moments: _____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Upload Media

1. Culinary skills include, but not limited to: knife work and terms (dicing, mincing, slicing, etc.), using oven, measuring, mixing, sauté, boil, fry, food safety
practices, ingredient substitution, tasting as you go, peeling, doubling/halving recipe
2. Research indicates consulting external source, including websites, cook books, videos, etc. Subjects include, but are not limited to: culinary techniques,
recipes, cooking terms, how something grows, cultural significance of ingredient, dish, or tradition, food safety protocol, sustainable sourcing methods,
sustainable waste
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Legen
+ yummus hummus!

The size of a pebble, this
legume packs a punch!

Full of protein and fiber for
a filling snack or lunch.

Go around the globe and
you’ll find this little bean

In curries, stews, and dips,
and everything in between!

Legends of the Chickpea
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The Chickpea Low-Down

What’s in a name?
Chickpea or Garbanzo?
They are the same thing!
Chickpea is the common
modern English term and
Garbanzo is the common
modern Spanish term,
but the bean is the same.

How it grows:
get it?
Chickpeas grow on a plant that is low to the ground
- 8 to 20 inches (20 to 50 cm) in height - with small,
hairy leaves and white, pink, or blue flowers. The peas
grow inside pods which split open when the peas are
ready. You can find 2 to 3 chickpeas in a seedpod.

Who is this Super Food?

THE MIGHTY
CHICKPEA!

YOUR TURN!
Write your own Chickpea
riddle and see if your friends
or family can guess the
answer!

There are so many ways to eat
chickpeas, and so many reasons
to do so! Not only do they take
on lots of different flavors—
making them a fun ingredient for
culinary experimentation—but
they also are full of nutrients,
making them a great building
block for a balanced meal or
snack.

A field of chickpea plants

What’s inside this superfood:
Chickpeas are full of nutrients, including…
• Protein, which keeps you strong
• Fiber, which helps digestion
• Folate, which helps cell reproduction
• Many vitamins and minerals, including
iron, phosphorus, thiamin, vitamin B6
magnesium, and zinc, all of which help
your body function properly
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Legends of the Chickpea

Legume LEGENDS: The Game

Legends of the Chickpea

5.

_____ Chickpeas have lots of different names all over the world, including garbanzo beans,
suchgarbanzo beans, bengal grams, Egyptian peas, ceci beans, and kabuli chana.

The chickpea has close to 10,000 years of history…but what is fact
and what is fiction? Read the following stories and take a guess at which
are the true stories. Mark a “T” for true and “F” for False.

6.

_____ The diet of ancient Romans included chickpeas, where they were eaten to improve
energy and strength.

7.

_____ Aquafaba, or the liquid found in canned chickpeas, can be whipped into a
foam to substitute for eggs in many baking recipes.

1.

_____ Chickpeas come in a variety of different types and colors, not just the
common beige variety. There are also black, green, red, and brown
chickpeas.

8.

_____ Ancient Aztecs believed that sticking
chickpeas up your nose improved your
balance.

2.

_____ During World War I, some European countries lacked access to
coffee and so people instead brewed roasted chickpeas as a coffee
substitute.

9.

3.

_____ The original Barnum and Bailey Circus featured The Great Garbanzo
who could juggle 100 chickpeas at a time!

_____ Israeli astronauts are currently
growing chickpeas on
the International Space
Station…
CHICKPEAS IN SPACE!!

4.

_____ Because different nations “battle” over the best hummus, some
people refer to this competition as the “hummus wars.” This became
a literal “big” deal when Israel and Lebanon competed for the biggest bowl of hummus
to be entered into the Guinness Book of World Records. For years, they increased the
amount until, in 2010, Lebanon produced 10,452 kilograms of the dip, which is the same
number of square kilometers of Lebanon. That’s 23,042 POUNDS of HUMMUS...the
same weight as a school bus!

Flip to the last page to check your answers.

True Story from Editor Em
“A friend once came up to me and asked
me to guess the secret ingredient in her
brownies. I looked at her suspiciously, but she
assured me that there was nothing bad in them,
and that she bet I wouldn’t be able to guess what
the secret ingredient was. I took a bite and could tell
that there was something different from a regular
brownie, something that made it nutty and earthy
and lovely. I could not guess what it was, so she
finally told me: chickpeas!” – Editor Em
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Espinacas con garbanzos
(Spinach with chickpeas)

Germany

H

United States

A

Pen

M

S

I

Pakistan

ninsul

A
Etli nohut
(Turkish chickpea stew)

MIDDLE
EAST

n
rabia

Mexico
A

Caldo tlalpeño
(Mexican chickpea stew)

Ersatzkaffee
(Coffee substitute)

Turkey
Spain Mediterran
e an Sea Lebanon
MEDITERRANEAN Israel
Egypt A

E

From India to
Turkey to
Mexico,
chickpeas
turn up in
all kinds
of dishes!
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T

Garbanzo
Globe

Legends of the Chickpea
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India Bangladesh

Ethiopia

E

Chana masala
(Chickpea curry)

R

Peru

Hummus
(Chickpea spread)

I
Shiro wat
(Ethiopian chickpea stew)

C

Garbanzos con acelgas
(Peruvian chickpea stew)

Chile

A

S

The earliest archaeological evidence
of people eating chickpeas dates back
9,500 years in Turkey. This means
that people were growing and eating
chickpeas even before they were making
pottery! Use of chickpeas spread widely
through the Mediterranean and into
Asia, and eventually to the Americas.
Today, many Americans tend to associate
chickpeas with Mediterranean flavors
because of the growing popularity
of hummus, but the top producer of
chickpeas is actually India, which grows
70% of the world’s chickpeas and uses
chickpeas in many curries and stews.

Porotos con riendas
(Chorizo chili)

Falafel
(Chickpea fritter)

What other kinds of dishes have you tried that use chickpeas?
List them here and see how many you can get!

Legends of the Chickpea: Recipe
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Legends of the Chickpea: Recipe

DIY Yummus Hummus!

us

Design Editor Neal’s humm

Making your own hummus is easy
and fun! It also means you get
to make it with your own style:
do you like it with lots of garlic?
Maybe a bit more lemon? Maybe
a little on the chunky side? Or
super smooth? Or topped with
drizzly olive oil? You are the chef!
It’s up to you to experiment to
get it just how you like it!

Creative Cust-HUMMUS-ation!
Customization + Hummus...get it? :p

TIME

Tools
!

10 minutes
• 5 minutes
preparation
• 5 minutes
blending
and tasting

Blender
or Food
Processor

Chickpeas

Gluten
(if using
pita)

Ingredients

1 can (15 ounces)
¼ cup
1 clove, medium to large

chickpeas, rinsed and drained
lemon juice (from 1½ to 2 lemons),
more to taste
garlic, peeled and roughly chopped

½ teaspoon

fine sea salt, to taste

½ cup

tahini (sesame paste)

2 to 4 tablespoons
½ teaspoon
1 tablespoon

ice-cold water, more as needed
ground cumin
extra-virgin olive oil

Whole chickpeas
Olive oil
Pine nuts
Chopped veggies
Pomegranate seeds

Paprika
Cumin
Sumac (a red spice with a
lemony flavor)
Chopped fresh parsley
Zataar (a spice blend)

Plan Ahead!
Which Toppers and Dippers will you try?

DIPPERS
Pita bread
Pita chips
Other chips or
crackers
Pretzels

Carrot sticks
Celery sticks
Cucumber slices
Bell pepper slices
Jalapeno slices

Skills!

Allergens

Do some experimentation! Use the base recipe offered here and the try combos of these
toppers and dippers, or think up your own, to make your signature hummus:

TOPPERS

27

Trying
New
Things

Measuring

Slicing

Legends of the Chickpea: Recipe
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3

4

5

1. Measure out the lemon juice, garlic, tahini, and salt.

2. Add them all to a blender or food processor. Watch out
for sharp blades and fingers! Process until the garlic is
very finely chopped and the mixture is thick and creamy.
As you go, stop the blender to scrape down any tahini
stuck to the sides with a spatula.

3. Drizzle in 2 tablespoons water. Blend until the mixture
is smooth, pale, and creamy. (If your tahini was extrathick to begin with, you might need to add 1 to 2
tablespoons more water.)

4. Add the cumin and the drained chickpeas. Drizzle in the
olive oil.

6
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5. Blend until the mixture is super smooth, for about 2
minutes. Carefully scrape down the sides of the processor as
necessary. Look at the hummus and decide whether you think
it is done or needs to be creamier. Add more water by the
tablespoon as necessary to achieve a super creamy texture.

7

6. Taste the hummus as you go and adjust salt and lemon to
what you think is right. When it’s right, scrape the hummus
into a serving bowl or platter.

9

7. Serve with your signature selection of toppers and dippers!

What changes
did you make as
you tasted your
hummus?

Notes

Instructions

1

Legends of the Chickpea: Recipe
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Quest Log
DaTe:
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Draw a picture or write a haiku about your creation:

Recipe Rating:

Recipe attempts: 		

Q Q Q Q Q

Stinky Cheese

---------------------->

The Big Cheese!

Legume Legends Answers:
1. True 2.True 3.False 4.True 5.True 6.True 7.True 8.False 9.True
Which ingredients combinations did you like
the best?

Who did you share this with? Or who will you
share this with?

Adventurer Log

How did they like it?

Gain Skills --> Get Stickers!

How might you improve this dish the next time?

Top three descriptive words for your creation
(real words not required ):

Chef

Cultivator

Trailblazer

Serves others
with their
cooking
superpowers!

Participates
in the food
cycle from
soil to waste.

Actively
expanding the
imagination
and comfort
zone

Scientist

Wayfinder

Asks questions,
Practices
pursues research,
skills while
embraces
navigating new
mistakes, records
challenges
process.

Architect
Seeks balance
and beauty
when building
a dish

